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Birds sing to their unborn chicks to warn them
about hot weather

Chris Tzaros

Zebra finches like to sing to their eggs

By Emily Benson

Are they singing The Heat is On? When it’s hot outside, zebra finches sing a special song to
their eggs.

That song appears to keep the chicks from growing too large after they hatch if the weather is
toasty – and it even affects the number of baby birds in the next generation, though
researchers aren’t sure exactly why.

Several species of birds and their unborn offspring call to one another, says Mylene Mariette at
Deakin University in Victoria, Australia. When they hatch, birds that are born well developed,
such as ducks and chickens, recognise their parents by their voices.

Birds that hatch at an early stage, such as zebra finches, were not thought to do this. “We
didn’t realise that they were able to hear before hatching,” Mariette says.

But they do – and they seem to take this to a whole new level.

https://www.newscientist.com/article_type/daily-news/
http://www.deakin.edu.au/profiles/mylene-mariette
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjfrvH1xTEQ


Mariette and her colleague Katherine Buchanan placed microphones in 125 nests of captive
zebra finches living in an outdoor aviary. The researchers realised that chicks might be
listening from inside their eggs when they noticed that their parents, which normally call to
one another, sometimes sang a specific song when they were alone with the eggs.

The finches only sang this song when the weather was warm, and when their chicks were close
to hatching.

“Because they only do it toward the end of the incubation, it really looked like they do it to
communicate with the egg,” Mariette says, rather than just calling out because they are hot.

What else can we learn from birds? Birds do impressions – it’s time to take

them seriously

To see if the eggs were listening, the scientists incubated a group in the lab. During the five
days before the chicks hatched, the researchers played recordings that included the hot-
weather song to about half of them, and the same recordings, minus the hot-weather calls, to
the rest.

Mariette and Buchanan returned about 170 hatchlings to nests scattered around the aviary,
some of which were sunnier and so warmer than others.

Of the chicks played the warm-weather song, those that grew up in hotter nests tended to
weigh less than those raised in cooler nests. The chicks that hadn’t heard the song were the
opposite: those in the hotter nests grew to be heavier.

As adults, the female finches that had heard the warm weather song and grew accordingly
produced up to six fledglings during their first breeding season. The chicks from that group
that didn’t follow their parents’ advice typically only had one or two fledglings.

The parental calls, and their chicks’ reaction to them, can make the finches more productive as
adults, says Mariette. “That’s a strategy we really didn’t know birds could do, and that could
potentially help them deal with global warming,” she adds. “That’s good news.”

The next step is to figure out what physiological changes are driving the chicks’ growth.
Smaller birds may have an easier time shedding excess body heat, or perhaps the act of
growing bigger is simply more stressful on birds’ bodies during hot weather, Mariette says.

Figuring that out will be interesting, says Renée Duckworth at the University of Arizona in
Tucson. Bird parents can influence their offspring in other ways, for example by changing the
mix of hormones and nutrients that goes into the egg.
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Emerging after receiving sound advice?

But using sound to teach their babies how to grow is something we didn’t know about before,
she adds. “It is surprising that vocal communication at such an early stage of development can
have such persistent effects,” Duckworth says.

“This is a remarkable study,” says Sonia Kleindorfer at Flinders University in Adelaide,
Australia, because it shows how the sounds a bird hears in its egg can shape its development,
even into adulthood.

What seems like a useful warning in captivity, however, might prove deadly in the wild. Noisy
adult finches might attract predators, so the parental calls might endanger baby birds, she
says.

Still, the existence of a previously overlooked finch call is a fascinating find, Kleindorfer adds.

“Zebra finches are literally right in front of us in cages around the world,” she says. “What are
we ignoring that is right before us?”

Update, 18 August: An earlier version of this story contained an error about which group of birds
produced fewer fledglings as adults. 
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